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Technology and information are shaping the future of motor
insurance
We’re still early on the pathway to driverless vehicles but
expect rapid adoption of driver assistance systems
Private motor vehicle ownership will continue to be important
but we expect an accelerated shift to shared vehicle trips after
2030
For both insurers and automakers, this upheaval in the
automotive industry and broader mobility ecosystem presents
both challenges and opportunities
New technology is generating a flood of data streams that far
exceed the capabilities of traditional databases

Evolution from traditional cars to autonomous cars

DUAL FORCES ARE SHAPING FUTURE MOBILITY
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In The News: The Future of Motor Insurance
With the automotive industry set to evolve at a faster pace than
ever (and with digital driving the movement), insurers need to
start prepping for change.
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• Deloitte: By 2040 annual motor premiums expected to decrease by 30%
• KPMG: By 2040, a 60% decrease expected due to 1) automated vehicle
technology, 2) a rise in on-demand transportation and a shifting of
liability to manufacturers; by 2050; 70% decrease
•

•

KPMG estimates that by 2050 there will be a significant increase in products liability
insurance to 57 percent of total auto losses in order to cover the autonomous
technology in vehicles
KPMG: 90% reduction in loss frequency, along with changes in severity & effects of
on-demand technology cause 71% in total losses

*7 Predictions for the Future of Auto Insurance, Global Banking & Finance Review

Deloitte’s Expected Changes to Motor Premiums

*Deloitte: Quantifying an Uncertain Future, 2016

Deloitte’s Expected Changes to Motor Premiums

30%
reduction

*Deloitte: Quantifying an Uncertain Future, 2016

70%
reduction

Deloitte’s Adjustments to Premiums
Frequency
v Reduction in accidents caused by human error
v Fraud reduction

Severity
v
v
v
v

General inflation
Accident intensity
Auto repair costs
Shared autonomous vehicle costs
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The growth of ADAS
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10 major contributory factors for road accidents
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Decrease in frequency due to ADAS technology
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• Basic ADAS: including forward collision warning, blind-spot detection and lane-departure warning
• Sophisticated ADAS: lane keeping assistant, emergency braking assistant, night vision
• Advanced ADAS: highway pilot

An Insurer’s combined ratio (COR)

Expenses

1. Acquiring
2. Writing
3. Servicing

Losses

4. Claims
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Premium

5. Premiums

Combined ratio

The impact of ADAS on the components of the COR
1. Acquiring
Increased car connectivity and the creation of a system of engagement around the car,
opens new distribution channels for selling motor insurance or cross-selling different
insurance products to the driver.
2. Writing
Shared
Connected cars generate vast quantities of data which can
enable insurers to select and
Autonomous
price risks more accurately.
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3. Servicing
Car connectivity simplifies the servicing of insurance policies.
4. Claims
Car connectivity and the introduction of increasingly sophisticated driver-assist
technologies and autonomous driving will lead to significantly improved road safety.
5. Premiums
As car connectivity and ADAS in principle lead to a reduction in expected losses for
insurers, overall insurance premiums for drivers should decrease.

CASUALTY ACTUARIAL SOCIETY

Automated Vehicles and the
Insurance Industry
A Pathway to Safety: The Case for Collaboration
The CAS Automated Vehicles Task Force

CAS: ATVF Report
• Different approach to AV Research; goal here is action oriented
• call for manufacturers, technologists, attorneys, risk managers, insurers and
actuaries to work together
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• Not concerned with when, but rather how liability system might
be transformed
• transformation from negligence-based auto liability system to strict
products liability system
• Greater coverage with higher friction cost
• Possible doubling or tripling average vehicle premium, with smaller
portion going towards claimant compensation
• Frequency would need to be reduced by 75% for vehicle premium to
remain the same

CAS: ATVF Report
• Slow for Auto premiums to reflect safer technology
• “new” model – a vehicle that lowers costs by 50% will receive a 8%
premium reduction in 4 years
• ”existing” model – that same credit would beShared
21% in 4 years
Autonomous
• dependent on technologies ability to reduce
losses, how insurer categorize
Electric
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vehicle, number of vehicles sold and how technology
is rolled out
• calls for a more direct, open and collaborative relationship between parties

CAS: ATVF Report
• Shifting from a personal automobile insurance to
product liability system
• increases the average vehicle premium from $781 to $1,578 - $2,355
Shared
• a 75% frequency reduction would be needed
to lower premium less
Autonomous
than today’s
Electric
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• assumptions
• only private passenger autos assumed
• number of vehicles is unchanged
• every vehicle in owned by manufacturer
• manufactures purchase first dollar liability but self-insure physical
damage
• underlying severity is unchanged from today
• Single $1 million limit for all coverages or split sub-limits
• Assumes all expenses are variable or fixed/variable
• Total of voluntary, residual and uninsured

CAS: ATVF Report
• Calculation steps
• insured population adjustment: 100% of vehicles w/ full insurance coverage
(adds compherensive & collision coverage; assumes uninsured market = residual
market)
Shared

• provide voluntary liability limit coverage toAutonomous
every vehicle
Electric

(generally residual markets would have lower limits)
Vehicles

• pass physical damage coverage to manufacturer
(eliminates expenses and profit loads)

• redefine claim coverage based on manufacturer ownership liability
(animal hits, no “personal effects” coverage)

• eliminate physical damage deductibles
• use commercial auto insurance expense and profit assumptions rather than
personal auto or product liability
• increase limits to $1 million, adjust DCC

CAS: ATVF Report

CAS: ATVF Report – Non-premium Considerations
• Coverage
• accountability and responsibility – who owns the it? who is driving?
• coverage – manufacturers’ products have no liability caps; some states have
non economic caps
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• Claims Handling
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• accountability and responsibility – making same manufacturer responsible
for compensating claimant creates misaligned incentives
• expertise & infrastructure – who has more expertise and infrastructure to
handle claims
• settlement fairness – each party needs equal representation

CAS: ATVF Report – Other Notables
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Weather
Vehicle conditions
Poor infrastructure
Driver disables
Drugs, alcohol
Physical impairment
Sleeping drivers
Distractions
Deteriorating driver skills
Pass-off risk
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Other driver interaction
Animal hits
Hacking
Shared
Random
errors
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Incident severity risks
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Speed
Pedestrians
Location
Vehicle design

Business opportunities for insurance arising from car
connectivity and ADAS
vThe biggest opportunity for insurers related to car connectivity is
usage-based insurance (UBI).
Shared enable insurers to price the
Products based on how often, where and how people drive
Autonomous
risks more accurately, which can result in lower premiums
Electric for the insured taking less risk.
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vThe opportunity for insurers also extends beyond the vehicle.
By combining vehicle data with information from other sources, such as smartphones
or public transit systems, an insurer could build a more complete picture of a driver’s
usage of mobility services irrespective of the type of transportation they use.

Big data analytics for motor insurers
The three Vs
The term “big data” refers to enormous amounts of data. This data can be characterised
in terms of “the three Vs”: volume, velocity and variety.
v Volume: Exponentially growing data volumes
Shared
The volume of data being created is Skyrocketing, dueAutonomous
to the ever-increasing
Electric
use of the internet around the world and the digitisation
of everyday life.
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v Velocity: Real-time data processing
More and more data has to be updated and available at an ever-faster pace: the real-time
data processing capability brings with it new possibilities for insurance companies.

v Variety: Unstructured data
Text mining is used to organise the previously unstructured data. This enables, for
example, empirical correlations to be identified between comments from internet forums,
social media platforms and a company’s own databases.

Big data analytics for motor insurers
v Analytics are the tools to detect patterns that lie behind the tables, buried in mountains
of data, and to tame the beast of big data – there are many options for approaching this
endeavour.
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v Predictive analytics is the process of organising and analysing
Autonomous data to produce the
Electricis not limited to using models to
information needed for strategic business decisions. This
Vehicles
assign scores to the customers in terms of risk and renewal behaviour and to claims to
detect fraud. Predictive analytics can tame the chaos of big data to provide useful
insights.
v The best way to address this issue is to set up a specialised analytics team whose tasks
would include developing predictive models, but also to keep track of the many new
sources of data and techniques for analysis

Questions/Discussion
Risks & Opportunities for the Caribbean

